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366 MIXTURE AND LATENT CLASS MODELS IN LONGITUDINAL AND OTHER SETTINGS
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Figure 20.1 Fitted Model Using longclustEM() with Linear Means on the Simulated
Data from Section 20.6.2
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Figure 20.2 The Three Components, Shown Separately, for the Fitted Model Using
longclustEM() with Linear Means on the Simulated Data from Section 20.6.2

components lend themselves rather well to a
linear model for the mean, but this seems to
be less so in the case of the black component
(Figure 20.2).

20.6.4 Model-Based
Clustering—Raw Means

Next, we repeat the analysis of Section 20.6.3
without using a linear model for each com-
ponent mean. Therefore, Gp parameters are

estimated for each component mean. We use
the following R code.

clus2 <- longclustEM(data, 2, 6,
linearMeans=FALSE)

summary(clus2)
plot(clus2,data)

This time, a G = 4 component mixture
of multivariate t-distributions with the EVI
covariance structure was selected. Compar-
ing Figures 20.1 and 20.3, we can see that
the component that was not well served by a
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Figure 20.3 Fitted Model Using longclustEM() with Raw Means on the Simulated
Data from Section 20.6.2

linear mean has been split in two when the
linearity restriction is lifted. Looking closely
at the two components (black and green in
Figure 20.4), the shapes of the time courses
do appear different. Notably, the BIC for the
G = 4 component model with raw means is
greater than the BIC for the G = 3 compo-
nent model with linear means (−790.90 and
−862.12, respectively). This lends some sup-
port for use of the former model (G = 4
components, raw means), even more so con-
sidering that it is less parsimonious than the
latter.

Whether the G = 3 or G = 4 compo-
nent model is preferable might depend on
the particular application. If this were a gene
expression time course analysis, for example,
then the difference between the G = 3 and
G = 4 component models would almost cer-
tainly be considered important. Looking at the
results from the G = 4 component model
(Figure 20.4), we can see that the two genes
in the black component are initially down-
regulated followed by up-regulation after
time 3, whereas genes in the green component
are initially up-regulated, followed by down-
regulation after time 2 and up-regulation
again after time 4. Given this distinction, one
might wonder why the G = 3 component
model was selected in Section 20.6.3. The

answer is likely a combination of two factors:
that the linear mean was not appropriate for
the genes in question (component 1 in Fig-
ure 20.4)—a linear mean is not suited to the
genes in component 3 (Figure 20.4) either—
and that the BIC over-penalized the addi-
tion of a fourth component in the analysis in
Section 20.6.3.

20.7 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, we have discussed the rela-
tionship between mixture models, latent class
analysis, and multilevel models. Work on the
application of families of mixture models
for clustering, classification, and discriminant
was reviewed, starting with a focus on three
families of Gaussian mixture models. One of
these families was specifically designed for
longitudinal data and became the focus of our
data analysis example, which also served as
an illustration of the longclust package for
R. The reader should note that the three fami-
lies of Gaussian mixture models reviewed, by
no means constitute an exhaustive list of fam-
ilies of Gaussian mixture models; a particu-
larly noteworthy example of other work is the
methodology developed by Bouveyron et al.
(2007) for clustering high-dimensional data.
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